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     NAAC sponsor one day National seminar on best practice in NAAC accreditation was organised on 

24th January 2003 by the (IQAC) . Education Uplift society  Husna  Abdul Malik Maddu Women's Degree 

College Kalyan West in the physical mode in obedience.  

         The meeting and seminar started with the inaugural program on 24th January 2023 at 11:30 a.m. it 

was inaugurated by all the management NAAC advisor and principle Dr.Gangadhar Meshram sir and Vice 

Principal Sana madam. Respected principal sir give the welcome speech to guest and all. Uneza Farid 

and Dr Shifa Mam welcome the guest. Dr. Gangadhar Meshram speech give guest introductions and Dr. 

Sana Farid  Mam( IQAC)coordinator and organising the secretary of the National seminar organise.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           The seminar was started by Dr. Uneza Tanveer Farid Mam and she discuss the main points of the 

NAAC. She explain everything about the NAAC to the teachers or more than understood. Then after Dr. 

Shifa Vinchu Mam is started the further discussions related to the NAAC.  she also discuss SSR has two 

types of matrix one those requiring quantifiable and figure as a data. Which have been indicated as 

qauntative matric(QnM) and two those Matrix require descriptive responses and accordingly name 

qualitative metric(QIM). Dr Shifa mam discuss the seven criteria to serve as a basis for assessment of 

Higher Education Institutions are circular aspect, teaching learning and evolution research Innovation 

and extension infrastructure and learning resources student support and progression governance 

leadership and management on the seminar the principal or vice principals and other teaching and non 

teaching remembers of the faculty were present.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

                Education uplift Society the president Mohsin mirsinge sir and General. secretary for gave their 

speeches in the seminar the seminar ended at 1:30 p.m. 

 

 

 

 

        Lastly at the end of the seminar Dr Meshram sir proposed the votes of thanks.  
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